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Newsletter February 2017 
2017 has started and it’s already proving to be an interesting year as we grapple with client 

challenges. One issue many of our clients face is how to accurately depict KMP remuneration in 

the remuneration report without overwhelming or confusing shareholders. We address this issue 

in this newsletter. We also examine examples of non-conventional incentive plans and discuss 

parliamentary expenses. 

We hope your year has started well and look forward to engaging with you in the coming 

months. 

  Optimising Incentives for Better Customer Service 

How can companies ensure their executives maintain a customer 

focus without sacrificing financial results? 

 

Rank-based Benchmarking a Recipe for Mistakes 

In a volatile market, movements in share price can make a mockery 

of targeted benchmarking based solely on ASX or NZX rank.  

 
Companies Still Understating LTI Award Values 

Egan Associates takes a look at what companies grant versus what 

they state is their executives’ LTI opportunity.  

 

The Agenda 

The Agenda is the must-read summary of issues influencing Boards 

of Directors and Government. 
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Optimising Incentives for Better 

Customer Service 
 

All companies have customers. Yet some organisations are more dependent on customer good 

will than others. Recent research showed that for certain industries, for example 

telecommunications, customer satisfaction is a powerful indicator of future financial results. 

If good customer service is crucial for a business, it makes sense that management incentives 

reflect this, especially since according to Steven 

Sedgewick’s review of Retail Banking 

Remuneration for the Australian Banking 

Association, the performance measures imposed 

on management will affect how they manage 

their direct reports. 

Yet an examination of incentive plans for 

consumer-facing organisations such as banks, 

supermarkets, hotels and consumer discretionary 

retailers indicates that customer service 

performance generally only comprises a maximum of 20% of the short-term incentive (more 

often around 10%), with long term incentives predominately TSR, EPS or ROE based. 

There are three major issues that make it difficult for companies to place a heavy focus on 

customer service in their incentive plans. 

 Problem 1: Shareholder focus on the bottom line. Understandably, shareholders want the 

company to do well and only want executives to be rewarded if they too will be rewarded 

via dividends or a rise in share price. Therefore, a large proportion of incentives must 

always be based on financial fundamentals. There is significant pressure in particular 

against long term incentives that are not strongly linked to shareholder value. 

Possible solution: Currently, it is customary for bonuses to be split, with a percentage of 

the total annual bonus relying on financial incentives and the remainder relying on non-

financial incentives. Instead of doing this, the non-financial incentives could be used as a 

multiplier for the financial incentive result. For example, an executive might be entitled to a 

bonus of $100,000 if they meet financial objectives. The company might then specify that 

if customer satisfaction objectives are above target, the bonus awarded will be 1.5 times 

the result achieved from meeting financial objectives. If at target, 1 times the result and if 

below target 0.5 times the result. 

The disadvantage of this solution is that the financial performance becomes a gateway. 

Even if an executive makes progress on strategic initiatives such as the implementation of a 

crucial IT system, they will not receive a payout. This will likely be welcomed by financially 

focussed shareholders but could cause problems with retention when business conditions 

are challenging. 

 Problem 2: Variety of possible performance measures. There is pressure on Boards to 

reward executives for employing or promoting more women; to increase safety in the 

workplace; to improve employee engagement; to enable whistleblowing; to encourage an 

http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/are-nonfinancial-metrics-good-leading-indicators-of-future-financial-performance/
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appropriate corporate culture, among other priorities. How is it possible to create an 

incentive plan that takes all these issues into account reducing the value of each 

performance metric? 

Possible solutions: 

a. Utilise the LTI – Currently most companies only use the STI to focus on non-financial 

incentives despite the fact that many non-financial incentives may require a long term 

focus to make comprehensive changes. Using the long term incentive would enable 

companies to provide more weight to an important objective. 

The Commonwealth Bank’s failure to achieve sign off from shareholders on a LTI grant 

to its CEO because of its “people and community” performance hurdle would seem to 

show that non-financial incentives are not acceptable in the LTI.  Yet the 

Commonwealth Bank was a special case. First, the bank already had 25% of its long 

term incentive based on a non-financial incentive – customer satisfaction. Adding the 

people and community incentive raised the proportion of the LTI dependent on non-

financial incentives to 50%. Secondly, and more importantly, the culture incentive was 

poorly defined and disclosed and it was not clear exactly what would need to happen for 

the CEO to receive a payment – the exact measures and targets were not intended to be 

disclosed until the end of the performance period. If clear (ideally quantitative and/or 

externally measured) performance conditions and targets had been outlined, the 

shareholder response may have been quite different. 

b. Prioritise – Instead of providing a small payment for multiple performance outcomes in 

the annual bonus, a company could focus on the highest priority non-financial hurdle, 

with this focus periodically changing as required. For example, one year the company 

might decide customer satisfaction is the key focus, while in the next year it might be 

employee diversity. To maintain performance levels in off-focus years, the intention 

would be to implement processes or procedures that will enforce behavioural changes. 

To ensure critical areas are not neglected, gateways can also be implemented. For 

example, in the case of safety, no bonus is paid in a year where a company experiences 

a fatality. 

c. Intensify –  Maintain the usual scorecard, but if a $0 payout is recorded for one of the 

elements in any given year, the weighting of that element could be doubled in the next 

year. For example, if customer service was below an acceptable standard and it was 

worth 20% in that year, in the next year, the scorecard would be rearranged so 

customer service was worth 40% of the incentive. 

 Problem 3: Scepticism about the consistency and truth of non-financial measures. Some 

shareholders are wary of measures such as customer satisfaction. They believe these 

measures are “flaky”, poorly disclosed and easily manipulated so that executives always 

receive awards. 

Possible solution: Credit Suisse Director of Equities Research Sandra McCullagh recently 

wrote a recent research note on non-financial incentives to improve culture. The gist of the 

note was that such incentives are necessary, but must be properly designed and disclosed. 

This means a) choosing specific outcome-based measures and b) providing adequate 

disclosure as to how the company has performed against stated measures. 
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What measures should companies use? 

Credit Suisse’s McCullagh points to safety incentives within the mining sector as an example of 

good practice. She stated that there were often lagging indicators (lost time injury rates), leading 

indicators (number of near misses, number of observable incidents) and gateway measures such 

as no fatalities or major environmental incidents. 

In the wake of the Commonwealth Bank’s failed LTI performance measure, she recommended 

that banks consider adopting a mixture of leading and lagging indicators, where leading 

indicators predict changes in culture and lagging indicators measure what has already gone 

wrong (or right). 

For customer service, McCullagh notes that the most often used indicator Net Promoter Score 

(which measures customer advocacy, classing customers as promoters, passives or detractors 

and summing the result to get a score between -100 and 100) is a lagging indicator. Although 

this measure is quantitative and externally calculated, McCullagh notes that of the four banks, 

three use different versions of the measure, ranking themselves number one in their chosen 

measure. She also comments that with relative performance hurdles, the peer group is very 

important. For example, smaller banks may have better Net Promoter Scores than bigger banks, 

but might not be included in the bigger bank’s peer group, making the company’s customer 

advocacy look better than it really is. 

It’s also important to make sure the Net Promoter Score captures the whole picture. A case 

study of a pay TV provider published in the Harvard Business Review revealed that while 

customer surveys concentrating on single interactions with the provider received high scores, 

the overall customer journey involved too many customer interactions in multiple siloed 

departments. This led to the overall customer impression being negative. Therefore metrics must 

consider customer “journeys” rather than just touchpoints. 

Given the above, here is a checklist for creating customer service incentives: 

1. Be certain that a customer satisfaction bonus will be beneficial to the company. Not all 

industries are heavily dependent on customer satisfaction. In the research mentioned at the 

beginning of this article, the authors found that for a chemical company, customer 

satisfaction was negatively correlated with financial results. The reason? An improvement 

in customer satisfaction did not lead to additional sales, so any money spent to increase 

satisfaction created extra costs for no return. In another example, the research stated that 

professional services are often more dependent on trust than customer experience. 

2. If the decision is to include customer service as an incentive, decide whether to include the 

performance measure in the long or the short term incentive. 

3. If including the incentive in the short term incentive, decide whether to dedicate a portion 

of the incentive to the customer service incentive, or make it a multiplier to results-based 

measures. If the former, decide how much of the incentive should comprise customer 

service, potentially considering solution b) and c) to problem 2 above. 

4. When choosing specific measures, think about customer service in terms of leading, lagging 

and gateway indicators. For leading indicators, think about what behaviour will lead to a 

positive experience and what measures might capture the advent of this behaviour. (For 

example, technology innovation for a smoother customer experience.) Lagging indicators 

are signs of the current state of customer service. (For example, complaints lodged with an 

ombudsman or a Net Promoter Score.) Gateway indicators are signs that something has 
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gone terribly wrong in a way that may significantly affect the business. (For example, 

action undertaken by a regulator.) 

5. Make sure that measures are consistent, not chosen to play to the company’s strengths, 

and if relative to peers, that the peer group is not cherry picked. 

6. Ensure that measures are not indicators of one positive customer interaction, but evidence 

of an overall customer experience. For companies using contractors or working with 

partners, the experience across the contractors and partners should be considered. 

Some examples of measures used by top customer-facing companies include: 

Leading 

 Implementation of digital initiatives 

 External measures of digital functionality 

 Implementation of strategic programs for a stronger service culture 

 Data analysis to extract customer insights 

 Introduction/improvement of customer loyalty programs 

 Upgrade premises/brand choice 

 Employee engagement (research shows that employee engagement is strongly correlated to 

customer satisfaction) 

Lagging 

 Net Promoter Score / alternate customer satisfaction ranking 

 Complaint numbers, potentially externally collated (for example by an Ombudsman) 

 Customer churn percentages 

 Internal survey results 

Gateway 

 Obeying laws, regulations and codes (for example codes of conduct) 

 Prolonged or repeated service outages 

Back to Title Page   

http://www.forbes.com/sites/kevinkruse/2014/01/07/employee-engagement-the-wonder-drug-for-customer-satisfaction/#572dc1b12981
http://www.forbes.com/sites/kevinkruse/2014/01/07/employee-engagement-the-wonder-drug-for-customer-satisfaction/#572dc1b12981
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Rank-Based Benchmarking a Recipe for 

Mistakes  

In a volatile market, movements in share price can make a mockery of targeted benchmarking 

based solely on ASX or NZX rank. 

Consider the following S&P CapitalIQ graphs that chart movements in company share price 

against the S&P/ASX 200 over 5 years. 

Fortescue Metals – Dropped from ranking in the top 20 companies, to only just staying in the 

top 50, then rose back up to the top 20 again 

 

Qantas – moved in and out of the top 50 
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Slater and Gordon – Ranked at the bottom of the top 300, then moved to just graze the top 100 

before falling outside the top 500.  

Sirtex – Shifted from the bottom of the top 300 to rising and falling in rank within the second 

100 

 

These movements in rank will make a significant difference to remuneration benchmarking if that 

benchmarking is conducted based solely on market capitalisation rank, and no other financial 

metrics or company attributes are taken into account. 
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To illustrate, consider a hypothetical company that ranks around 80. Let us imagine that this 

company was in the mining industry and experienced a rise in the commodity it was mining. As 

a result, the share price rises significantly and the rank of the company moves to be 40. Then let 

us imagine there is a mining disaster that involves multiple fatalities likely to lead to international 

lawsuits. The company’s share price falls and it is ranked 120. 

Let us assume that these movements occur in a relatively short time frame and the 

fundamentals of the company do not change significantly. Revenues are $1.3 billion. Operating 

profit is $200 million and Total Assets change to $3 billion. 

If benchmarking this company based purely on rank using a narrow band of companies, the fixed 

remuneration and bonus for a top 5 executive would look like this: 

Table 1 – Benchmarking based on rank only 

 

Clearly, any decision to benchmark remuneration based solely on a volatile measurement such as 

market capitalisation is risky. It is best to consider a number of metrics. As a company moves up 

or down in rank, the difference in remuneration is significant. Yet such movements may be due 

to market sentiment or circumstances that are outside of the control of the executive. Should 

they be rewarded or penalised in terms of remuneration for such movements? Has the company 

changed so significantly that their role deserves more or less remuneration? 

If we also include any companies with similar revenues, operating profit and total assets, the 

benchmarking result looks like this: 

Table 2 – Benchmarking based on Rank, Revenues, Operating profit and Total Assets 

 

As can be seen, if the sample is expanded to include companies of similar fundamentals, the 

differential caused by the company moving up or down in rank is reduced. 

If the new sample contained too many companies whose attributes were very different to the 

organisation being examined, the decision might be made to tighten benchmarks to include any 

company where at least two metrics were similar. The results are below: 

Table 3 – Benchmarking based on Rank, Revenues, Operating Profit and Total Assets where 

each company included in the sample must match at least two metrics 

 

This is not advisable if only benchmarking on rank using a tight band, as there are only a handful 

of companies in the desired sector within each band, making sample size too small. However, 
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we can narrow our samples used for Tables 2 and 3. Another method of ensuring companies are 

similar is to examine only companies within the company’s sector or industry. 

Table 4 –  Benchmarking based on Rank, Revenues, Operating Profit and Total Assets where 

each company included in the sample must be part of the Materials sector 

 

 Table 5 –  Benchmarking based on Rank, Revenues, Operating Profit and Total Assets where 

each company included in the sample must match at least two metrics and be part of the 

Materials sector 

 

Considering these results, it is possible to gain an idea of the range of remuneration paide for 

roles within companies similar to the company being examined. To ascertain where a particular 

employee’s remuneration should lie within the range, the role’s scope and accountabilities and 

the individual’s performance will be considered, along with the company’s remuneration policy 

and the importance of the role to the company’s strategy and sustainability. 

When conducting a remuneration review, it is very difficult to reach a correct decision if the 

initial range is derived from limited data. As illustrated above, the chance of the range being too 

high or too low is much more significant when only one metric – rank – is utilised to conduct a 

market comparison. 

Back to Title Page 
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Companies Still Understating LTI Award 

Values 

Since Egan Associates first raised the issue of using fair value to allocate equity under incentive 

plans in 2013, many companies have switched from fair value to face value for equity allocation 

purposes, but some are continuing the practice. 

If a company uses face value (market value) to allocate equity, if they want to grant an 

executive $100,000 worth of performance rights and the share price is $1, the executive will 

receive 100,000 performance rights. (Number of performance rights to be granted = Value to 

be granted / market value of a share). 

If a company uses fair value to allocate equity, if they want to grant an executive $100,000 

worth of performance rights, they will calculate a value for each right based on assumptions. If 

the probability that the performance hurdles will not be met is taken into account, this value 

may be significantly lower than the market value. If the company wants to grant an executive 

$100,000 performance rights and the fair value of a right is $0.5, the executive will receive 

200,000 performance rights. (Number of performance rights to be granted = Value to be 

granted / fair value of a share). 

To investigate how transparently companies are disclosing the value of LTI grants, Egan 

Associates examined Australia’s top 200 listed companies, charting the difference between: 

1. the market value at grant date of equity granted to the CEO under an LTI plan 

2. the CEO’s maximum LTI opportunity companies disclosed in their annual report as part of 

the remuneration mix. 

for the most recent year where data was available in the annual report. Where a CEO started 

part way through the year, contract information and director interest notices were used. 

Companies that did not make a grant to their CEO or disclose the maximum (or target) LTI 

opportunity were excluded. Companies granting options were also excluded. 

The resulting percentage difference between the stated opportunity and actual grant was as 

follows: 
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Three points emerge from this graphic: 

1. The median company granted their CEO almost exactly what they stated as their LTI 

opportunity. The value of just under 40% of grants is within 10% of the stated LTI 

opportunity. 

2. Outside those 40% of grants there is a large variation between actual grant value and 

stated LTI opportunity. A certain level of variation is to be expected, especially where share 

prices are volatile, because: 

a. The grant date (used to obtain the LTI grant value for our analysis) may not be the same 

date as that used to determine the allocation share price 

b. A VWAP over a long time period (even up to a year) may be used to determine the 

allocation share price 

3. There is a small, but still significant, percentage of companies which grant their CEO a far 

higher value of equity than they have stated. Over 15% of the companies examined had 

grant values that exceeded the stated LTI opportunity by over 50%. 

Some of these companies were merely experiencing share price volatility. However, a large 

proportion of them were using fair value to price equity for allocation, or were disclosing 

the LTI opportunity based on fair value within the remuneration mix. 

Egan Associates has previously noted that companies may find it necessary to grant large long 

term incentive awards to executives in a competitive market.  This is perfectly appropriate if 

disclosure is transparent. However, when the use of fair value for allocation purposes makes an 

LTI grant well in excess of expectation, companies are deceiving shareholders. 

Particularly concerning is where companies highlight their use of face value to allocate equity 

but then use the fair value of the award to construct a remuneration mix diagram. The face 

value of the LTI opportunity may be disclosed elsewhere, but may not be as prominent, making 

it less likely that the real value of the intended LTI opportunity is understood. 

Confusing the message is the use of the phrase “target” remuneration package to justify the 

inclusion of a fair value in the remuneration mix, especially given that when some companies use 

target, they really mean maximum. It is the latter that will be most easily understood by 

shareholders for long term incentives, not the former. 

Conclusion 

Although Egan Associates has been pleased by the migration from the use of fair value to face 

value for allocating equity, shareholders would be well advised to 

 ensure they vigorously question the validity of any reasons provided for maintaining a fair 

value methodology – the difference in grant values can be significant 

 check that companies really have abandoned their use of fair value, and not just changed 

their disclosure to make it seem that way. 

Back to Title Page 
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The Agenda 
 

Property, healthcare CEOs enjoy bumper pay while retail suffers  

The Australian Financial Review’s annual executive remuneration rankings have revealed 

property and healthcare CEOs as faring the best in terms of 2016 reported remuneration, while 

retail CEOs’ pay stagnated. Overall, average CEO remuneration was flat.  

The paper’s analysis considers total 

remuneration including statutory long term 

incentives, an accounting measure that does not 

have much real-life meaning, but is the easiest 

data to gather because all companies must 

report it.   

Orica Chairman Malcolm Broomhead commented 

in the AFR article that this statutory figure was 

part of the overall pay confusion that had seen the calculation of executive pay become a 

“nonsense”. He believed remuneration must be simplified, a view that echoes opinions currently 

being expressed in the UK.  

In last month’s newsletter, Egan Associates outlined what information would be useful instead 

of the current statutory information.  

Government owned organisations urged to consider community standards 

Finance Minister Mathias Cormann has warned the Boards of government-owned enterprises to 

be careful when setting executive remuneration.  

“I have written to all Chairs of government business enterprises to remind them that in setting 

executive remuneration they needed to be conscious of community expectations in relation to 

remuneration practices for government owned businesses as well as their requirements to 

attract effective leaders for their organisations in a competitive market environment,” he said. 

He has also asked the Boards to make public all relevant information in relation to their executive 

remuneration arrangements for the 2015-16 reporting period. This disclosure was previously 

mandatory until the Abbott Government removed the requirement in an attempt to cut red tape.  

The Minister’s comments followed uproar over the level of Australia Post CEO Ahmed Fahour’s 

remuneration, which Egan Associates commented on here. Other interesting views on the matter 

can be found here and here.  

Sunday and Public Holiday rates to be cut for hospitality, retail, pharmacy staff 

The Fair Work Commission has decided that that it is appropriate to reduce penalty rates for 

Sundays and Public holidays within a number of customer service focussed awards. It has kept 

Saturday rates the same, at 125% for most of the awards examined.  

The Commission said that penalty rates should reflect the disutility associated with working on 

those days. “For many workers Sunday work has a higher level of disutility than Saturday work, 

though the extent of the disutility is much less than in times past,” it stated. 

http://www.afr.com/business/property-healthcare-ceos-top-pay-ranks-20170131-gu2ejj
https://eganassociates.com.au/remuneration-and-governance-news-december-2016/
https://eganassociates.com.au/remuneration-and-governance-news-december-2016/
https://eganassociates.com.au/towards-a-simpler-remuneration-report/
https://eganassociates.com.au/towards-a-simpler-remuneration-report/
http://www.financeminister.gov.au/media-release/2017/02/18/transparency-and-accountability-executive-remuneration-government
http://www.afr.com/news/politics/ahmed-fahours-pay-packet-under-review-20170207-gu7vgn
http://www.afr.com/brand/chanticleer/ahmed-fahours-salary-a-symbol-of-board-weakness-20170208-gu8ks1
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj25Zyep6LSAhUBOZQKHc3IBzsQFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.theaustralian.com.au%2Fbusiness%2Fopinion%2Frobert-gottliebsen%2Fwhy-ahmed-fahour-is-worth-every-cent-of-his-56m-australia-post-salary%2Fnews-story%2F8b3b687dd6a8c96237d6369db858bb05&usg=AFQjCNHA6pbWLu-hMycecdwKAsUHtqa_dg&sig2=mom7XukL1p-jce_NkKA-lA&bvm=bv.147448319,d.dGo
https://www.fwc.gov.au/awards-and-agreements/modern-award-reviews/am2014305-penalty-rates-case
https://www.fwc.gov.au/awards-and-agreements/modern-award-reviews/am2014305-penalty-rates-case
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Sunday rates for full-time and part-time hospitality workers will be cut from 175% of their 

standard wage to 150%. For retail, it will reduce from 200% to 150%. For Level 1 (but not 2 or 

3) fast food workers, the cut will be from 150% to 125%. Those on the Pharmacy award 

receive a cut from 200% to 150% for 7am to 9pm work.  

Since the rate for Sunday is being reduced, for proportionality, the Commission determined that 

the public holiday rate should also be reduced. For public holidays, the Hospitality, Restaurant, 

Retail, Fast Food, Pharmacy awards have reduced public holiday penalty rates to 225%, down 

from 250%. Clubs Australia’s public holiday rates will remain the same, as the Commission is 

deferring its consideration for this award.  

Casual workers will have rates set at 25% higher than full- and part-time workers in all cases.  

The Commission believed the reductions would lead to increased trading hours and an increase 

in the level and range of services offered on those days. 

The Commission noted that the conditions of these industries were unique, so the decisions 

made “provide no warrant for the variation of penalty rates in other awards”, a statement that is 

likely to cause disappointment in other industries that were hoping to reduce penalty rates off 

the back of the decision.  

The Commission acknowledged concerns that many workers rely on penalty rates to make ends 

meet, and stated that transitional arrangements should be implemented to ease the effect of the 

Sunday penalty rate cuts. It did not conclude what these arrangements should look like and was 

calling for consultation on the matter.  

The public holiday rates will change on 1 July 2017, while the Sunday rate changes will occur in 

a series of annual adjustments on 1 July each year.  

Super Board Governance Report Released 

The long-awaited report into superannuation board governance reform by former Reserve Bank 

Chairman Bernie Fraser has now been released.  

The proposed reform involved a government Bill to bolster the governance of superannuation. Its 

most contentious requirement was that the Board of superannuation organisations comprise a 

third independent Directors, which would require significant change among many superannuation 

industry Boards (which have a significant proportion of union or member trustees).  

Fraser did not believe that increasing the number of independent Directors on super Boards was 

necessarily an improvement in governance, stating that there is no evidence that independent 

Directors are more independent of thought or hold other Directors and fund managers more to 

account.  

“Many of these arguments for mandated minimum numbers of independents rely heavily upon 

assertion, rather than reason and evidence,” the report noted. Skills and experience were much 

more important than independence, it continued.  

Fraser also questions whether blindly following what is currently considered “best practice” is 

advisable, noting that some examples of “best practice” in the past have since been shown to 

be anything but. He also notes that while retail funds may benefit from independent Directors, 

the nature of industry superannuation funds makes their situation unique.   

Fraser made a number of recommendations to improve the governance of superannuation 

Boards, including the introduction of tenure policies, improving gender diversity and 

http://www.industrysuperaustralia.com/assets/Board-Governance-of-NFP-Superannuation-Funds.pdf
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implementing recruitment processes to ensure that Boards appoint Directors with the necessary 

skills and experience for the role.  

Minister Kelly O’Dwyer has already countered the report’s conclusions, claiming that the report 

could never have been expected to provide a balanced view given Industry Super Australia and 

the Australian Institute of Super Trustees had commissioned Fraser to write it. Her view has 

been supported by actuarial firm Rice Warner.   

In other superannuation news, APRA has warned that it will invite the Boards and executives of 

underperforming superannuation funds to discuss their strategy for increasing returns, improving 

services and reducing costs.  

Unemployment falls to 5.7%, wage growth remains low 

The news on jobs from the Australian Bureau of Statistics has been positive this month, with 

unemployment falling on the back of a rise in part-time jobs, while the number of full-time jobs 

has fallen. The ABS has also published the Wage Price Index data for the quarter to December 

2016. The annual growth in the index was 1.9% , equalling the record low growth recorded in 

the September quarter. 

US CEO-Worker Pay Ratio on hold 

President Donald Trump has issued an executive order to commence a review of the Dodd Frank 

reforms. Following this announcement, the SEC has stated that the requirement for companies 

to disclose the ratio between the pay of their CEO and their median worker, due to come into 

effect first for companies with annual years starting 1 January 2017, will be put on hold while 

the SEC reconsiders its implementation. The decision was partly due to feedback from 

companies that they were likely to have trouble meeting the reporting deadline.  

Australia warned on corruption 

Australia is still judged a corruption risk, according to the Corruption Perceptions Index published 

annually by Transparency International. Australia has fallen from rank 7 in 2012 to rank 13 in 

2016, with the most recent concerns being foreign bribery scandals and the government’s 

comment on the Australian Human Rights Commission’s interpretation of its role.  

 

Industrial relations reform 

The government is reportedly planning to introduce new industrial relations laws that will end 

the four-yearly process of reviewing the 122 modern award reviews. The action follows claims it 

is draining union and business resources. It is proposed that changes will instead be reviewed if 

unions or employers request it. The opposition has stated that it agrees with the idea in 

principle.  

Back to Title Page 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/kelly-odwyer-attacks-super-report/news-story/5ea477c13dc84e6472af7a0a9ac7148f
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/6202.0
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-sec-ceopay-idUSKBN15L2BY
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-sec-ceopay-idUSKBN15L2BY
http://www.transparency.org/news/feature/corruption_perceptions_index_2016
http://www.afr.com/news/policy/industrial-relations/senator-cash-to-introduce-unannounced-ir-laws-to-scrap-award-reviews-20170214-gud7ma
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About us 
For more than 25 years, Egan Associates has advised leading organisations and emerging 

enterprises in Australia and New Zealand on the remuneration of Board Directors, executives and 

key staff members, as well as performance management, corporate governance and Board 

effectiveness. 

Our Services include: 

 Remuneration reviews and benchmarking: for CEOs, executives, senior management and 

professional positions, including specialist roles 

 Annual incentive plan structures: advice on performance criteria, target and maximum payment 

levels as well as deferral and clawback provisions 

 Long term incentive plan structures: advice on participation, performance hurdles, equity 

instruments, valuation and allocation, as well as provision of performance monitoring services 

 Corporate transactions / IPOs: assistance transitioning pre-IPO reward arrangements into the 

listed company environment (or any other corporate transformation) considering issues including 

escrow provisions 

 Government pay reviews: assistance at federal, state and local level in administrative, policy and 

corporatised environments on reward for senior executives, professional and administrative staff, 

and governing Boards 

 Board fee reviews: benchmarking Board fee levels, including Chairman and Director retainer fees, 

Committee Chairman and member fees and fees for adhoc engagements. 

 Board effectiveness: assistance with Board documentation. 
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Board of Advice for its Faculty of Economics & Business (2001 – 2010).  John is an Honorary Fellow 

of the University and an Adjunct Professor in the School of Business. 

His personal interests are in cool climate gardens – www.thebraesgarden.com – and he served as a 

Trustee of the Sydney Royal Botanic Gardens & Domain Trust from May 2010 to June 2014. 
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